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Registration & Networking
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Welcome & Introduction: Simon Hardie, Director, MagnaCarta Communications
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Key Findings: Fintech Disruptors 2017 Research – Tracking Convergence
Simon Hardie, Director, MagnaCarta Communications
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The Fintech Bridge: In Practice and in Progress
Another year on and despite a tepid economic recovery the banking industry remains intact, on
the face of it. But what’s happening behind the scenes? And how are ‘old tech’ companies reimagining their roles at the cutting edge of financial services? A leading global payment and
banking technology provider gives their perspective of the shifting sands of financial technology
and its redefined role in bridging the future of banking.
Confirmed speaker:
Paul Thomalla, SVP, Global Corporate Relationships & Business Development, ACI Worldwide
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Fall and Rise: Progress, Challenge and Opportunity in Re-inventing the Big Bank
There’s a growing consensus on both sides of the industry that the open-source age has finally
come to financial services but what does this mean in practice for the region’s largest institutions?
Two of Europe’s leading banks and the venture arm of Deutsche Börse discuss their approach to
innovation and the challenges and opportunities of innovating, and implementing, in complex
financial institutions. Is distributed innovation here to stay?
Confirmed speakers:
Magdalena Kron, Head of Rise London, Barclays
Justin Hannemann, Head of Digital Product & UX, Santander UK
Hugo Gomez, Senior Vice President, DB1 Ventures, Deutsche Börse
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Does This Change Everything? A New Architecture for Banking
Despite continued controversy around Bitcoin, real world applications for the underlying
technology, the blockchain, are gathering pace. While reservations about the practicality of using
blockchain for high volume retail financial services businesses persist, for some this hasn’t
dampened enthusiasm for its potential to re-invent the systems that underpin everyday banking.
A high profile start-up and renowned influencer Chris Skinner debate the far-reaching implications
of the technology and the likely reality. Is blockchain an idea whose time has come?
Confirmed speakers:
Paul Taylor, Founder and CEO, Thought Machine
Chris Skinner, CEO, The Finanser
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Questions & Answers
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Join us for Networking & Drinks
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